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This is a live-action game about two fictional
backpackers—nicknamed Razz and Jules—
who disappeared in the wilderness and were
never seen again. Did they perish in some
tragic accident or run off together to pursue
other adventures? We’ll never truly know,
though the game may provide hints.
Through play, 5 to 15 players will imagine
and act out a short documentary about them.
This imaginary film will contain two different
types of scenes:
• MEMORIES, in which various people
(family, friends, park rangers, experts) will
be interviewed about Razz and Jules
• FOOTPRINTS, in which we recreate “found
footage” from the backpackers’ recovered
camera but never show definitive
evidence about their disappearance

Why do some people call you Razz?
• It’s short for “Razzle-Dazzle,” inspired by
my artistic flair in sports or fashion.
• It’s short for “Raspberry,” because I have/
had red hair, a terrible sunburn, or an
outfit that I insisted was not pink.
• I chose the name for myself.
• My given name is something like Rachita,
Rose, or Russell.
• My surname is something like Ramirez,
Ramsey, or Rasmussen.
• Another reason.
What’s your relationship like with Jules?
• I feel like I can tell them anything.
• We dated for a while but are now friends.
• I sometimes wish I was more like them.

This was going to be a card game but it’s
now not, so DON’T CUT THE CARDS OUT.
Game Design & Layout: J. Walton
Game Concept: John Aegard & J. Walton
Major Help: Jesse Coombs & Shreyas Sampat
Major Inspirations:
• Werner Herzog, Grizzly Man
• Steve Howe, “A Dozen Ways to Die,”
Backpacker.com
• Jason Morningstar, The Climb
• Wendy Gorman, David Hertz, and Heather
Silsbee, Still Life
• Luke Healy, How to Survive in the North
• Gary Paulsen, Hatchet
• mountaineering/backpacking films
• too many years in the Boy Scouts

RULES

To play, first select the two players who will
play Razz and Jules, having them answer the
questions on the cards below.
Everyone else will be asked to both (1) take
turns playing people being interviewed about
Razz & Jules and (2) mime and make sounds
for various parts of the wilderness scenery
that Razz & Jules are traveling through, maybe
even including man-made objects like tents
or trail markers. Razz & Jules will never meet
other humans, but may encounter animals.
MEMORIES scenes are designed to last just
a few minutes, with a single interviewee or
small group answering one question.
FOOTPRINTS scenes are designed to be much
longer, slower, more meditative, and can be
largely silent or full of quiet forest sounds, in
addition to Razz & Jules interacting.

RAZZ

JULES

Why do some people call you Jules?
• It was originally “Jewels,” after my
sparkling eyes, at least according to what
my dad said.
• I portrayed or was the understudy for
Juliet in a high school production.
• I chose the name for myself.
• My given name is something like Julie,
Julian, Juliaeta, Julio, Juliana, or Jewel.
• My surname is something like Juul,
Junkersfeld, Jumalon, Julius, or Julia.
• Another reason.
What’s your relationship like with Razz?
• We’re friends but maybe something else?
• They have an amazing view of the world.
• They’re the strongest person I know.
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The game begins with a MEMORY scene.
MEMORY scenes are invitations for one or
more players to answer a question in character
as one of the people being interviewed about
Razz & Jules. Note that the interviewees may
know Razz & Jules very well, but that doesn’t
mean they are always right, especially about
more personal things.
Take turns picking 1-2 players (generally not
those playing Razz & Jules, but sometimes
that’s okay), have them pick characters to
play (see the list), and then have someone
ask them one of the questions from the list (as
appropriate) or make up your own question.
The scene ends whenever you feel like it, but
probably only a few minutes, at which point
you switch to a FOOTPRINTS scene.

Interview Questions – pick 1 or make it up
• What was (Razz or Jules) really like?
• What did you make of their relationship?
• What side of them did you see that maybe
no one else saw?
• What do you think their hopes were for
this backpacking trip?
• How do you try to make sense of their
disappearance?
• What issue did they seem to have been
wrestling with, right before the trip?
• What do you miss the most about them?
• If you could say something to them right
now, what would it be?
• Do you sometimes think that they might
still be alive somewhere?

FOOTPRINTS

Wilderness Locations – pick 1 or make it up
• a forest, with a small trail through it
• rocky outcroppings, dotted with trees
• the gravely edge of a small mountain lake
• a meadow filled with wild grass & flowers
• the top of a hill, with an amazing view
• a small creek flows between high banks
• rough uphill terrain, a difficult climb
• a wide, rock-filled stream & the far shore
• a small opening between large boulders
• a cluster of trees that stand apart
• the ruins of an abadoned house or shed
• part of an access road, cutting through
• a place where the trail splits, with signs
• some really dense foilage, with thorns

What’s Up with R&J – pick 1 or make it up
• they’re trying to decide where to camp
• one of them wants to share a secret
• they’re not totally sure where they are
• one of them wants to apologize
• they’re building a fire
• they’re singing some song they both know
• they encounter a wild animal
• they’re reminiscing about old times
• the weather is getting really bad
• one of them is annoyed at the other
• they come across signs of other hikers
• their socks are wet, making walking a pain
• they’re in their tent, where things get real
• they hear some strange sound, far away
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Possible Interviewees – pick 1 or make it up
• One or both parents
• One or more siblings
• High school or college friend
• Another backpacker who knew them well
• Park ranger who searched for them
• The last person/people to see them
• Veteran backpacker who knows this area
• Former teacher or sports coach
• Former romantic partner
• Former bandmate(s)
• Former housemate(s)
• Former co-worker(s)
• Therapist or doctor
• Friend from rehab or treatment

FOOTPRINTS scenes are chances to reenact
“found footage” of Razz & Jules interacting in
the wilderness. Try not to rush these scenes
but allow them to extend in time and space.
Long silences or periods of trudging through
the woods are okay, even encouraged.
In addition to Razz & Jules, the other players
potray parts of the natural environment as
needed: standing around serving as trees
for R&J to move between, portraying large
wildlife that they encounter, siting or lying
down as boulders and streams, surrounding
or leaning over the players as their tent. These
rules they all play silently, except that they can
whisper, hum, or murmur sometimes.
The scene ends whenever you feel like it, but
probably ~10-15 minutes at most, at which
point you switch to a MEMORIES scene.

Ending The Game
The entire game can end once you run out of
time or feel like things are wrapping up, but
it’s generally good to end after a fairly quiet
and low-key FOOTPRINTS scene, in which
the Razz & Jules are given one last chance to
express anything they want to before their
characters disappear.
Bonus Notes
Razz & Jules have been intentionally given
names that could work for characters of any
gender. Make any choice you like, including
having them be non-binary or genderqueer.
Also, this game was almost about a pair of
backpackers who almost certainly perished,
but Shreyas then reminded me about hope.

